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10.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS

There are -a number of X-ray methods of analysis which are useful to thepharinaceutjcaj scientist. Some of these bear little relationship to the others,
371
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except for the common employment of X-radiation as an energy source. For
hc reader who is unfamiliar with these analytical methods. some preliminary

remarks are pertinent.
X-Ray diffraction procedures apply only to crystalline materials, and the

results disclose information about the material as a compound. Analyses by
both X-ray cmi non (fluorescence) and X-ray absorption techni Wc
app icd to material in any phsical state. so  i • i uid. or gas. These methods
provide analysis by chemical ekqienls. rat er than y compound, and arc
largely insensitive to the combination state of the clement.. They ali-
able to all elements except thos0 W atomic number. Emission analysis is
more sensitive than absorplio n analysis at trace levels. although at higher
element concentration. there are advantages to the absorption method.

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the pharmaceutical scientist with
the various X-ray methods which he may find useful. No description has
been made of the extensive array of instruments and accessories now available,
nor of the mechanical or electronic principles involved in their operation. In
general, the manufacturers' literature is the best source of this information.

Some of the figures used in this chapter have appeared before. The author
is grateful to the editors of the Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences for permis-
sion to reuse Fig. 10.6 and Figs. 108 through 10.14, which first appeared in
that journal as part of original publications of the author.

10.2 X-RAY SAFETY

Two hazards are involved in working with X-rays. One stems from the
high voltages associated with X-ray generators (20 to 60 kV). Such potentials
can be lethal, but fortunately the manufacturers of modern-day equipment
have built in many protective features, and thus risks from high voltages are
virtually nonexistent with proper use of the equipment-

An additional hazard stems from the X-rays themselves. Although most
X-ray equipment provides features to protect against radiation dsgc to
personnel, the routine use of the equipment allows many opportunities for
oversight on the part of the operator which result in radiation exposure. This
can be from "scattered" radiation throughout the room as well as from the
direct X-ray beam itself.	 -

Fron sufficient exposure, somatic inluries(thOSe to the individual operator)
include leukemia and other mali gnant diseases, ocular lens opacities, pared
fertility. and shortening oflife. Genetic injuries (those to the offSing of the
ifradiatci3iiidividu.al) may not become apparent for many generatiOnS. Con-
stant awareness and concern of the operator for the safety of himself and
others is essential.

Convenient radiation monitoring devices in the form of "r-meters" are
available commercially, and should be used to monitor the laboratory
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routinely.'4Is also advisable for operating personnel to wear a "film badge,"
which is a. small plastic device s clipped to the clothing, and which contains a
strip of unexposed film...-This film, usually a standard "dental pack," is
replaced and'devcloped regularly, providing 'evidence of accumulated ex-
posure. The subject of the maximum permissible dose for a variety of cir-
cumstances has been thoroughly studied, and recommendations have been
published.)	 .4 .

10.3 PRODUCTION AND PROPERTIES OF X-RAYS

X-Ray tubes for analytical use are devices for bringing about, in a con-
trolled fashion, t he bornbardment with fast-moving electrons of a pure target_
metal, which in turn emits the X-radiation. Several processes occur when the
elècfritnpirie on the target metal. 'one is uqpantum_pra=^s in which an
inner-shell electron of thctarect atorn_iadislaced by collision, thereby ioniz-

The vacancy may then be fille4 by an outer-shell electron, a
process accompanied by a release in energy. This energy is in the form of )•
rays, oaYelengt1icharaeterictic of the atom .—WA second quantum process
oturring as a. rcsult of the electron bombardment of the target metiiis simple
decreasing of the velocity of the impinging eleitron,..due to the ii uesice of
the electric field near the atomic nucleus. The decrease in energy E of the
electron is compensated by an energy release in the form of an X-ray of
frequency v, according to the Einstein equation

liv = AE	 (10.1)
where h is Planck's constant. The X-rays thus produced are not characteristic
of the bombarded atom, but consist of a wide range of continuously varying)
wavelengths, limited in range b5' the energy of the bombarding electrons./_

Superpositiojjo2es of emitted X-rays gives an overall pattern
stmilar to that shown in Fig. 10. 1, which is an idealized 'drawing of the inten-
sity of emitted radiatioi asa function of its wavelength, for sufficiently intense
electron bombardment of a target atOm. The two peaks represent X-radia-
tion characteristic of the target elemetit. LThe Ka peak represents the energy
emitted by an L-shell electron filling a K-shell vacancy; the K1 peak represents
energy emitted by an M electron filling a K-shell vacancy. Similarly, the
filling of L-shell vacancies by outer-shell electrons gives rise to an L series of
peaks, and so forth. A relationship known as Moseley's law relates the
wavclen t th of the characteristic radiation to the atomic number of the target
element.

Monochromatic X-radia t ion is produced by effectively removing all radia-
tion of wavelength lower than the Ka radiation. This is accomplished by

Naitonal Bureau of Standards Handbooks No. 76 and 93. Superintendent of Docu-
mcnis. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington. D.C. 20402.
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passing the radiation beam through a material whose mass absorpcinn prop-
erties allow passage of wavelengths immediately greater than some specilic
value and effect absorption of wavelengths immcdiately below this valuc
The value is called the — absorption edge "for the filtering element; it is the
wavelength at which a discrete discontinuity exists in a plot of the mass
absorption coefficient vs. wavelength for the element. This discontinuity
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FIGURE t0.1 Intensity distribution in an X-ray beam from a ropprr target,

for nickel, for instance, is at a wavelength which is between the wavelength
values for the Km and K radiation from a copper target. A thin film of
nickel therefore selectively filters Kfl and lower -white" wavelengths from
copper radiation to produce fairly monochromatic X-rays of known wave-
length. (Copper K = 1.5418 A).

S.

10.4 X-RAY DIFFRACTION

	

-	 4NCIPLESQFDIRAC

As noted in preliminary remarks to this chapter. the analysis of materials
by X-ray diffraction is limited to those materials which arc crystalline. Ideal
crystals are regular polyhedral forms bounded by smooth surfaces (faces)
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which reflect an orderly internal arrangement of atoms or molecules, in the
pharmaceutical field one seldom encounters large, ii4dk

pre5jgt arrangement persists through grinding or
micronizing of the crystalline material, and it is this inner structure of crys..
tals—a three-dimensioflaL repeat pattern called a "pacc lattice" —whichis
responsiblfl'dF the diffraction of X-rays.,,'

.01

Diffracted X-Rays

FIGURE I0.2 Diffraction of X-rays from an oriented crystal.

It is significant that the units of the space lattice are separated by distances
of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength of X-rays. Upon impinge-
ment, the X-rays are scattered by the electrons within the atoms making up
the space lattice. As the atoms are regularly arrange  in a repeat pattern, the
wave fronts emerging from each scattering center form a pattern. It is the
reinforcement in specific directions of scattered X-rays which comprises
the diffracted beam.	 -

The atoms or molecules making up the internal structure of the crystal lie
at intersections of the space lattice. This gives rise to a number of sets of
planes, each set bearing a different angular relationship to the other sets.
The planes within any one set are mutually parallel and are separated from
each other by a fixed distance, called the interplanar spacing d. In general,
each set of planes has a difFerent d value from the other sets. (The sets of
planes most densely populated with lattice points are most likely to have
natural external crystal faces parallel to them.)

Consider a crystal whose edge view is shown in Fig. 10.2. The lines shown
within the crystal are traces of planes which are parallel to one another and
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are separated by the fixed spacing d. A beam of X-rays of wavelength ). is
ditected to these planes at an angle 0. A fundamental relationshi p , the
equation, describes the condition for diffraction:

,zA2d sin 0	 (10.2)

In this relationship n is a whole number. In Fig. 10.2. if the incident beam
of X-rays is varied with respect to the fixed planes of the cr ystal through the
angle 0, diffraction would occur only at specific relative positions (values of 0).
These would be the positions at which the Bragg equation would be satisfied
for values of n = 1, n = 2, etc. Thus, various orders of diffraction are pos-
sible from a given set of p1anes within a crystal.' The intensity of diffracted
rays &ifers for various orders. '.(7' 	 -	 -

From the Bragg equation, it can be seen that with a known wavelength of
incident X-rays, and a measurable value for 0, the interplanar spacing d of the
planes in the crystal of Fig. 10.2 can be calculated. Ibis  value is a
constant characteristic for the one set qplaneswit1iin the crystalline materiai.j

rcpositioniiij of the crystal, such that a different set of planes is properly
oriented to the incident X-ray beam, will allow the measurement of the d value
for this second set of planes. Use of a single crystal, with known orientations
to measure a few selected d values, constitutes the single crystal method of
analysis, described in a later section.

One could continue this reorientation of a crystal and measurement until
/ afl possible d values, corresponding to all sets of planes, are measured. In

practice, however, this multiple reorientation is accomplished in a simple
manner by grinding the crystalline material to a fine powder, and exposing
the packed powder to thç incideht X-ray beam in such a manner thj.a1L
possible orieniatiojis ol tle crystal jiresented. Whenever a crystal in-the
powder is in a position such that the Bragg equation is satisfied, diffraction
will occür.'9Sjie all oñntations are represented, diffractions at many values
of 0—for the many'alues—occux.,'This procedure was first described in-
dependently by Debyc and Scherre' in Germany' and Hull in the United
States, 2 and is the basis of the powder method, described next.

B. POWDER DIFFRACTION
V

Nlnstru menration

One method for the measurement of the diffraction angles, and hence the d

spacings, from a powder specimen employs an X-ray powder,,-diffraction

camera. Figure 10.3 depicts the use of this device in the popular Dcbye-
Scherier method. The camera is a light-tight container which holds a strip of
Xray film in the shape of a cylinder of known radius. Incident X-rays
of known wavelength are collimated by a beam tunnel, and directed at the
powd&red sample contained in a thin-wa1If&spillary. The specimen is
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automatically rotated at a slow rate during the exposure time (2 to 4 hr. de-
pending upon fi!m characteristics and the nature of the sample), allowing a
large number of crystallites within the sample to fall into a position relative to
the incident teaIri such thatThBragg equation is satisfied. The diffraction
frobachsct .ofplanes occurs as a diverging cone from the sakcxposing
tIi film	 pina series of arcs. Following development of the film, the
tt1 between corresponding mcs are measured. converted to values of
20 fromthe known camera radius, and recorded. The series -of interplanar
spacings, or d values, is calculated from the known wavelength of the incident
X-rays and the measured values for 20.

-.---.--

FIGURE 10.3: X-ray powder diffraction in a film camcsa.

(Because of its high degree of versatility, the X-ray d9raczomrier (spcctrom-
e' cr) has considerable value to the pharmaceutical scientisC' Among other
features, the diffractomcter permits measurement of the 28 values from a
powder sample without the use of film recording and the long film exposure
and development times. X-Ray diffraction equipment produced by two of
the several manufacturers who supply such instrumentation are pictured in
Figs. 10.4 and 10.5. That portion of the diffractometer designed to measure
angles is referred to as a "gometer.' Its operation is depicted in Fig.
10.6. where S represents an eUge view of a shallow tray containing the pow-
dered sample with a planar surface. )

A proportional or other electronic counter C rotates about S at an angle of
20. while the sample turns at 0, relative to the fixed X-ray source. X-ray
beam slitt (si) define the beam parallel to the sample surface. While the
scanning operation is in progress, a strip-chart recorder operates to plot the
diffracted intensity (detected by the counter) as a function of the angle 28.
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FIGURE 10.4: General Electric dirzCtion unit.. model XRD-. Courtesy General
Electric. Co.

FIGURE 10.5: NorelCo diffrac
t ion system. Courtesy Philips Electronic Instruments.
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The intensity is recorded as counting rile, in counts per second (cpsp Addi-
tioñal major componcntif commercially avat a a equipmcn c X-ray
power source, the X-ray tube, and an electronic scaler and timer for quantita-
tive measurement of diffracted intensity, in counts per second.

FIGURE 10.6: The sample (S) rotates through 8 while-the counter (C) scans through 28.
An edge view of the planar surface simple is shown. X-ray beam slits (si) define the beam
parallel to the sample surface. Reprinted from Rd. (11), p. 25, by courtesy off. Phorns. Sri.

2. Qualitative Analysis

Qua itativ iiaiysis by X-ray Qwer diffraction tçcjjjues is straight-
forwajd an.d fairlysim c. pL Essentially it involves the measurement of a series
of d scirs, the interpla pacing omte positions —of..the—diffraction
Mks (from the diffractometer) or the diffracnirz lines (from the powder
camera film), as described in the foregoing section. As it is 	 pctica1
from an instrumental point of view to record the diffraction angle in terms of
28, rather than 8, tables have beeriepared from which all value's of2 8 are
readily converted to d values, expressed in An gstrom units (A), for a given
wegh of X-rays. These tables are available from a variety of sources,
incIudingih' equipment manufacturers.

At the time of recording the values of 28, the relative intensity of each line
(peak) is noted, if the diffractomcter is used, the intensities are measured as
peak height above background, andexpressed as percentages of the stronsesL
line.

For purposes orJentification, the table of measured d values, together
with the ruve intensities, is comparedwiih similar listings for known
compounds. A library consistin g of a collection of data cards for known
compounds, called the ASTM X-Rav'Podcr Data File, is commercially
available. This file contains powder diffraction data for essentially all metals.

'The American Socicty for Testing Maiccialc, 1916 Race Street, Phitadclphia.
Pennsylvania.
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minerals, and inorganic compounds-and an cver-increasing number of the
more common organic compounds. Use of the file is made by entering the d
values of the three strongest lines from the unknown. This usually produces
a few cards representing possibilities. As each card also lists the complete table
of d values and relative intensities, the positive identification readily follows.

Penicillin V.	 r	 \	 / V
Free Acid

-,-I

"Salt- of Penicillin V -
Tetracycline

- I

Tetracycline.
Free Base	 %k A_N

LO°	 350	 300	 250 - , 20° - • 1 ,5° - -

20

FIGURE 10.7: X-ray powder diffraction patterns of antibiotic materials.

S.

Many investigators using the powder diffraction technique maintain a file of
original diffraction patterns (or films) representing compounds of interest to
them, and make identifications of unknowns by direct comparison of the
patterns.

A major source of error in determining the relative intensities of diffraction
lines is due to preferred orienta:ion of the particles in the powder sample. If
the material to be examined is made up of fiat,-micaceous crystals. and these
are permitted to orient preferentially so that most of them lie flat in the sample
holder, most of the resulting diffraction will be from the planes within the
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crystals which are parallel to this flat face. This diffraction line will appear
very stron g . and other lines, requiring other crystal orientations for emer-
gence. ill bc either missing or. at best, low in intensit. For a diffraction
pattern rellccling true relative intensities, ercat care must he c\erclscd to
ensure random orientation of the crystals.

The most widespread use of X-ray powder-diffraction anal ysis is in the
identification of unknown compounds. Moreover, since the method provides
identification of a material by compound, rather than by its elements,
it is very useful in the characterization of new compounds for purposes of
patents or other publications. Of particular interest to the pharmaceutical
chemist is the sensitivity of the diffraction pattern to polymorphic changes. -
Polymorphs are different crystal forms of the same chemical compound which
possess different physical (and pharmaceutical) properties. Furtliezr11 aJy. ,--
drug compounds exist in more than one solvated crystal form; these forms \/'
often differ markédlTin".oTubi1it5' and in other properties. Sinc solvates of
-a given compound are aciuätty'different áompoünds frbmône another us well "-
as from the parent compound, their X-ray diffraction patterns are quite differ-
ent. In addition, distinctions between different compositions of mixed crys-

•tals, or solid solutions, may be made by X-ray diffraction. It is interesting to
observe that with systems in which mixed crystal formation obtains in all
proportions, the composition can be followed by the measurable shift in 20
value of a major diffraction line. Finally, the feasibility of the use of diffrac-•
tion to identify the components of a complex mixture without the necessity -)
of separation is worthy of note. Figure 10.7 shows the diffraction patterns of
penicillin V (free acid), tetracycline (free base), and a material described in
patent literature as the salt of these two antibiotics. A comparison of the three
diffraction patterns allows the positive conclusion that the material represents
a' simple mixture of the reaction starting materials, rather than a true salt.
Although this is a trivial example in one sense, the importance of the method
becomes evident when one searches for alternative methods for proving—or
disproving—the existence of a salt of large, complex molecules.

3. QuantItative Analysis

Among quantitative methods, those based . on X-ray diffraction are unique
.in thaithey combine the absolute specificity usually found only with bioassays
with the high precision of typical chemical assays. This fact is of particular
interest to the pharmaceutical chemist who must develop assays to-guide
stability studies which are specific -or the intact molecule. Further, such
methods may often be applied directly to complex mixtures without separa-
tion or knowledge of the other ingredients.

Some mention of the possibilities of quantitative diffraction was first made
by Hull as early as 1919, but the first work reported was by Clark and Rey-
nolds on the analysis of mine dust in 1936.' This work, and other work
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following,s based upon microphotometric density measurements of )(
ray film following exposure. This method of measuring the intensity of dif-
fracted X-rays was highly inaccurate, and it was not until the adpnt of the
Geiger counter diffractometer (spectrometer)' that truly quantitatie ditirac-
tion became possible.

The mathematicil relationships pertinent to quantitative diffraction analysis
were derived and published in an important fundamental paper by Alexander
and Kiug appearing in 1948. This paper described conditions- under which
standard curves alone could be used, and under which standard curves based
on internal standards were required, depending upon absorption effects.
Relationships permitting, in certain instances, quantitative analysis of differ-
ential absorption systems without the use of internal standards were de
scribed in 1953.' In 1958, Copeland and Bragg' described special conditions
under which calibration curves could sometimes be eliminated and multiple
components determined.

The papers just mentioned refer to investigations of inorganic systems,
which, due to higher mass absorption coefficients of the ingredients, present
special prbblems not so often encountered with organic systems. Only a few
papers have appeared reporting applications to organic systems; some of
these of pharmaceutical interest concerned applications to the determination
of sodium penicillin G. published its 1948, 10 general applications to typical
pharmaceutical systems, published in 1963,11 and the analysis of intact
tablets, published in 1964.12

The feasibility of quantitative X-ray diffraction stems from the fact that
the in of a diffracted beam of X-rays is a function of the amou,flf
diffracting material. The linearity of this response, for a fixed set of experi-
mental conditions, depends upon the difference in the amount of absorption
of X-ray energy between the compound of interest and its surrounding njaix.
The energy absorption by any material depends upon the mass absorption
coefficients of its constitutive atoms, which in turn are generally a function of
atomic number for a given wavelength of radiant energy. Thus, as a com-
pound differs chemically from its matrix, so will it differ in absorption for the
radiant energy. The result of a large difference is a very nonlinear relation-
ship between the amount of diffracting material and the diffracted intensity.

It is si gnificant that in inorganic systems the probability of wide variation
in X-ray absorption between the compound of interest and its surrounding
matrix is high whereas with organic systems the variation is usually low. This
feature of organic systems results in an advantageous gain in linearity of
response and allows, in many instances, the use of a simple calibration curve
for thc quantitative analysis of complex organic systems.

\Vhcn diffraction from a powder sample occurs at a given 20 value. it does
o cauc a sufficient number of crystals have the same set of planes.

J spneines correspond to the 20 valtic, properl y oriented with respect to the
X-ra y beam. The intensity of the diffracted ray is a function of the amnouuit of
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eri;tI o oriented. Ii truls randoiti L'rc1t;ttn'ii is assttred.	 :tiid cset fr

absorption elleets. the dilIr.ieted intensit\ beconies pr p i rtiLilial to	 hit may

he termed the	 pecilic hattic:c soluine.	 • lL uc htehlv siCi i 	 that s'hiett the

Inten si ty ol' a si tighe diffraction peak is measured at a Ii ed 2'J	 uc b't hi

additise and cOitstltutivc effects arc heine measured. This unique tact is the

basis for the specificity of quantitative diffraction analysis.
In developing a method for a component of a civen mixture. the procedure

of choice will '.araccording to the complexity of the s ystem. The eomple.ity

here refers more to the absorpti ve qualities of the matrix and the constancy of
the matrix than to the number of ingredients present. if a diffraction assay
is feasible at all, one of the procedures which follow should apply. These

procedures assume the use of a modern X-ray diffractometcr, equipped sith

counter, scaler, and timer circuits.

a,.j Use of Simple Calibration Curves. No errors due to changing absorp-
tion effects occur with simple, two-component mixtures, or with multicom-
ponent mixtures whose composition, except for the component being
analyzed. remains constant. The determination of a crystalline ingredient in
such systems may be based on calibration curves prepared from synthetic mix-

tures.
The procedure begins with an examination of the diffraction pattern of the

ingredient to be assayed. A major diffraction peak is first found in an area
free from interferences from other components of the mixture (the matrix):
synthetic mixtures arc then prepared containing known amounts of the com-
pound of interest, over the range of concentration of interest, and. the in-

tensity of the selected diffraction peak measured for each mixture. .!
The intensity measurement is made by setting the dilfractometer to the

20 position of maximum peak height, and engaging the timer and scaler to
measure the peak height in counts per second. Using the diffraction pattern
of the pure material for reference, the instrument is then set at a 20 position
for the measurement of the background intensity, usually near the bas of
the selected peak. Again, the intensity in counts per second is measured by
use of the scaler and timer circuits. The background intensity for each sample
is subtracted from the corresponding peak intensity, and this difference is
plotted as a function of sample composition. to form the standard curve for
use in subsequent assays.

Illustratin g an assay based on a simple calibration curve is Usc determina-
tion of pamoic acid in a matrix of the pamoic acid salt of a basic antibiottc.0
The ncthod was found useful in"testing for completeness of the salt-forming

In all quantitative diffraction studies the effects of preferred orientation of Inc crvsi.jlS

must be minimized. Simple grinding. followed by careful packing in the sample tray.

usuall y accomplishes this for organic compounds. In instances where an extreme Of OnC

crystal habit is rcprcsentcd, the advantageous use of 2 carbon black addcd to the mixture

has been rcporLed.'
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reaction, and particularly in support of the king-term stability studies of a
formulation of the antibiotic salt.

The diffraction pattern of' pantoic acid is shown In Fig. 10.8. AltlioLicli
major diffraction peaks occur at 20 values of 9,50. 11.20, 15.60, and 19,40Y.
all of these peaks were at ]cast partially obscured hen superposed on the pal-
tern of the matrix materials. For _this reason the peak at 26.25° 20 was chosen
as a basis for the dctcrrninatio n.

For the preparation of the standard curve, use was made of svtithetic
mixtures containing known concentrations of pamoic acid in the antibiotic
salt. Following thorough mixing and grinding in a mortar, each sample
was poured into a standard 2-in, sample tray, which required about 200 mg
of material. In order to assure random crystal orientation, the excess powder
wascarefully removed by use of the edge of a glass microscope slide, and the
sample surface finally packed slightly by use of the surface of a rough, low-
grade blotting paper. 	 p.r,cjcrrcd

The diffraction peak intensity of each sample was determined in the follow-
ing manner. After placing the sample in the diffractometcr, the goniomctcr
was set for 26 .250 20 and the instrument set to record the time required for
the accumulation of 20,000 counts. This operation was followed by a
setting of the goniometer at 26.80° 20 and a second recording of the Lime
required to accumulate 20,000 counts. The diffraction intensity at 26.25°
(peak intensity) in counts per second was calculated, and the intensity at
26.80° (background intensity) in counts per second was also calculatcd.t
The background intensity was subtracted from the peak intensity and the
resulting value for each ._of she standard samples representing synthetic
mixtures was plotted vs. the known concentration. The results are shown in
FI 10.9. The total counting time for each point was approximately 3 mitt

Since organic molecules are large, organic crystals have large unit cells.
Most interplanar spacings arc, therefore, large. Such spacings give rise to
diffraction peaks at small values of 20, which is the region of maximum
response to scattering of the X-rays by the powdered sample. Thus it some-
times happens that a diffraction peak of interest occurs in an area of maximum
background. This is particularly true when a sample contains a large amount
of amorphous, or scattering material. Such a situation is illustrated by
Fig. 10.10.11 Under these conditions it has been found advantageous to

One has a choice of several possibilities upon which to base a proposed analysis. If
the matrix is not obtainable in pure form, and there is doubt as to the freedom from inter-
ference of diffcuon peaks. two simultaneous methods may be developed. each osinga
separate peak. Freedom From interfering peak" assured when results of the determina-
tions agree.

t Since the statistical accuracy of a counting process depends upon the total number of
counts taken, and not upon the time it lakes to make the count, a preset Count, rather
than preset time, is used to dctcrrntnc the intensity in counts per second. This procedure
allows all vaJues, when compared later, to be of the same statistical accuracy.
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determine the net peak height by a different procedure in order to maintain
accuracy. Using the scaler and synchronous timcrcircuits, the i1ntensity P
(Fig. 10.10) is measured at 7.25° 20. The intensities at R ad R, are
measured at 20 values of 7.0 and 7.80°. The backgrouruj Bis calculated by
interpolation:	 *	 -

B = R+ 780:	 T R.) = R 2 + 0.688(R 1 - R 2) ( 10.3)

The net peak height (P - B) can then be calculated for each sample.

14(3

30

0

, 20

a

=

10

0
0	 2	 4

Pamoic Acid, I'trcnt By Weight:
FIGUREFIGUPE 10.9: Intensity difference, peak minus background, as a (unction of pamoic acid

concentration. Reprinted from Ref. II. p. 27, by courtesy off. Phor,n. Sri.

If all variables such as instrumental drift and the density of sample packing
could be held constant, the background correction could be eliminated. Its
use. however, permits day-to-day validity of the standard curve with good
accuracy.	 -

In the to previous examples. peak intensities were corrected by sub-
tracting background intensities. It is just as valid to use a peak-to-background
intensity ratio in place of the arithmetical difference. Moreover, the choice
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of position for the bzekcround mcasurcn1cn is not limited, an obvious
advant a ge in instances of multiple peak overlapping.

b. Use of an Internal Standard. The most universally applicable method
for quantita:ivc diTracn i nvolves the use of all 	 standard. This
method is free from al Lh	 as well as errors due to varins in

sam I	 in dens	 and variations in i nstrumental COfl(litlQfl	 It is-
ideal forrug systems containing unknown mixtures, such as those con-
taining possible degradation products.

Degrees

FIGURE 10.10: Panial4iffraction pattern showing peak of interest over large background.
Reprinted from Ref. (ii), p. 27, by courtesy of J. Phorm. Sd.

The procedure involves examination of the diffraction patterns of the
material to be assayed, and of the matrix in which it is found, and selecting
a peak produced by the material which is free of interference from neigh-
boring peaks. A Suitable inert crystalline material, the internal standard,
must then lye selected which has a ak in a clear region with respect to t.he
system to be analyzed.

When a suitable internal standard-has been found, a standard curve is
prepared from samples containing known but different concentrations of
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the compound to be analyzed and a_fixed concentration of the internal
-standard. )The proper concentration of internal standard to establish for
use mall samples is one which is found to give a diffraction ak about
equal in intensity to that of the rral to be analyze4 when the !att' is

itin the usüJ1y c, pected concentration '.Tb.-X ray procedure con-
s'istssim_ply of determining the ratio of intensities of the diffraction pks
of the unknown and the internal standard, without regard for the backgroitnd.
The ratio is linearlyroportio,al to the concentration of the unknown.

nding a suitable internal standard for each new system is often a problem.
An ideal internal standard has several attributcsQt must have a diffraction
peak which is not obscured by peaks of the system, and which will not inter-
fere with a major peak of the material to be analyzcd(the internal standard.
peak should be near the usable peak of the analyzed injrcdientØt should
be of high crystal symnietry, preferably isometric, so that strong but few
diffraction peaks are produced and . orientatjon effects will be mini-
mized (by the more equant crystals)	 cause ,f absorption effects, it should
contain only elements of low atomic number  should have a density not
too far removed from those of the system ingredients (for aid in maintaining
homogeneity in mixing); anct should be chemically stable in the presence
of the system. No one compound can qualify universally on all counts, but
a ' matcrial which has been found to have many of these attributes is
hexamethylenetetraminc, one of the few organic compounds of isometric
(cubic) symmetry.

It is worth mentioning that in instances in which the system is of many
variable components, requiring therefore an internal standard, but for which
no suitable standard can be found, an alternative procedure exists. This
consists of adding known amounts of the ingredient to be analyzed to the
unknown system, plotting the peak intensity values as a function of the
amount added, and extrapolating the curve. The intercept value gives a
measure of the original amount of ingredient present

c.JUse of Integrated Diffraction Peak Areas. Some organic compounds,
when produced in successive batches over a period of time, tend to vary in
the degree of crystallinity possessed by any one batch. A decrease in the
degree of crystallinity of a compound is accompanied by a drop in the
apparent diffraction peak intensity as measured by the peak height. Such a
drop in peak height, however, is accompanied by a peak broadening. It is
significant that the area of the diffraction peak is relatively constant for a
wide variation in crystallinity. It is, therefore. sometimes of value to base a
diffraction assay on peak areas rather than on peak heights. Further, the
use of peak areas is advantageous when the particle size of the crystalline
ingredient is very small due, again, to line broadening and a significant drop
in peak height. Measurable line broadening occurs in the particle size range
below 0.2 p. Finally. EliC peak-area method offers an advantage in being
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free from errors due to apparent shifts in peak maxima. A standard curve for
an assay based on the use of an internal standard and on intce.ratcd peak
areas is al avs linear and intersects the origin.

To illustrate the mci hod, a portion of a diffraction pattern is presented
in Fig. 10.11 • which shows a doublet at I0 from a sulfonamide front
suspension, and a peak at 11.5° from an added internal standard.
Ca5O.2HO.i

114	 L)	 12	 t	 10r	 6

20. Degrees

FIGURE 10.11: Partial diffraction pattern showing sulfonamide peaks (doublet a t 10)

and internal standard peak (II 1). Reprinted from Ret. (II). p. 26. by courtesy oil. PhorriI.
so.

Integrated intensity values were determined from this system by the
following procedure. With the scaler set for a preset time of 100 see, the
counting rate at 9° was determined in counts per second. This was repeated
for positions at 11 and 13°. Diagrammatically these three values of back-
ground counting rates are represented in Fig. 10.11 by the lengths of the

lines AF, BE. and CD. ._With the goniomcter set at less than 9.

an automatic scan was begun at 2°1 nin. As the scan reached 9°, the counting

switch was turned on. simultaneously starting the scaler and timer. As the
scan crossed 11°, this switch was turned off. The total count and total

elapsed ti me (approximately 60 see) were recorded. The elapsed Linic (in

seconds) is rcprcsenied by EF on the diagram. and when multiplied by the
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average of background counting rates measured at 9 and I i On counts per
second) gives the area of background under the curve (ABEF) expressed in
total count. ilik value as subtracted front the total count accumulated
in the scan operation. The difference was the area of only the net sulfonamide
diffraction peak, expressed in total count. The operation as repeated
between II and 13' to determine the area of the internal standard peak,
and the ratio of sultonainidc peak area to standard peak arcs 'as then
computed.

Figure 10.12 shows a least squares plot of values determined b y this pro-
cedure for the ratios of sulfona mide peak areas to internal standard peak areas
as a function of sulfonamide concentration in aqueous suspension. Foflowing
sample preparation. X-ray analysis by this method required about 15 min/
sample. The values indicate an accuracy of ±0.15% of the amount present.
The method is specific for the intact sulfonamide molecule in the crystalline
state and theref?re, sensitive to any product degradation within the aqueous
suspension.

4. Particle-size Measurement

An X-ray powder-diffraction technique may be used 40 measure the mean
dimensions of the crystallites composing a finely divided powder, provided
the dimensions are small enough. The method is generally applicable to
particle sizes from 20 to 2000 A.

Most powders and suspensions of pharmaceutical interest contain particles
in the micron-5izc range. Extensive research in the biopharmaceutical field
has shown enhancement of drug dissolution rates and general drug avail-
ability from extremely fine particles, however, and with the promise of
significant enhancement of these factors, some commercial formulations
have emerged with particle sizes in the submicron range. Size-measuring
methods which employ visible light are limited by the wavelength of the
light in this range and are, therefore, not applicable.

The Bragg relationship predicts diffraction from an ideal set of planes
within a crystal at a discrete angle 0. Truly ideal conditions do not exist,
however, and in practice one finds- diffraction from a set of planes occurring
over a small range of angles near 0, resulting in an apparent broadening
of the.diffraction peak. The factors which contribute to this line broadening
are mosaic structures within the crystal, nonuniform strain on the crystals,
and small crystallite size. Fortunately, contributions to line broadening
by the first two factors is often miniTh'al from organic crystals, permitting
a measurement of the broadening to reflect mean particle size.

The fundamental relationship was described by Scherrer'3:

D— 
K).	

(104)
cos 0
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where
D = crystallite dimension
K crystallite shape constant

X-ray wavelength
= corrected line breadth

0 = Bragg angle

In practice. one carefully records the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern
of the crystalline powder of interest, and measures the observed peak
breadths at half maximum intensity, in terms of angular degrees, of several
diffraction peaks. The accuracy with which Eq. (10.4) can be applied is
limited by the uncertainties within the K factor and the accuracy with which

can be deduced; for precise work corrections must be made.
Reference may be made to Jones' for the correction of the observed

line width for unresolved K radiation. The resulting value must then be
corrected for instrumental line broadening by reference to an experimentally
determined plot of actual line breadth vs. diffracted angle, measured from
a diffraction pattern produced by a powder sample of particles too large
to produce line broadening. Finally, this value for fl may be further refined
by reference to a set of curves produced by Alexander' s for use with diffrac-
tometers with narrow sources.

The value of the shape factor K approaches unity, and this value has been
used for approximations. When nothing is known of the shape of the
crystallites or of the indices of the prominent planes, the value of 0.9 is
recommended for use for this factor.117

As noted previously, the applicability of X-ray line broadening to the
determination of particle size is limited to the range of crystallite size from
20 to about 2000 A. The sizes measured are average sizes, weighted toward
the larger sizes present in a mixture. I accuracoLth.dectjpj.iiion is
j2.w; it dim inishes _^jze ran

Amore detailed presentation of this method has been presented by Kiug
and Alexander."',.,

S. Crystal Habit Quantitatlon

The symmetry of a crystal is fixed by the crystal system and class to which
it belongs. Its relative dimensions, however, arc independent of its symmetry.
As a crystal grows from solution, a variety of factors, notably crystallization
rate and the presence of impurities, tend to influence the relati ve amount of
growth of the possible faces. Etremcs of the possible conditions result in
acicular, or nccdk-shapcd, crystals as a consequence of unidirnensional
growth (bidimcnskndl retardation) and tabular, or plate-shaped. crystals.
as a consequence of hidimcnsional growth (unidimensional retardation).
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Terms such as "acicular." "equant," and "tabular" describe crystal habit
in a qualitative manner.

Crystal habit often exerts a dominant influence on some important
pharmaceutical characteristics, such as suspension stability, suspension
syringeability, and the behavior of powder mixes dbring a tablet-compressing
process. In the case of suspension syringeability, the influence is mostly
mechanical. A suspension of plate-shaped crystals, for instance, may be
injected through a small needle with greater case than one with needle-
shaped crystals of the same overall dimensions.

When considering tableting behavior, however, the influence of the
crystal habit of the active ingredient is more complex. The mechanical
influence of crystal shape just mentioned is one factor, but there is another,
sometimes dominant one, which results from the anisotropy of cohesion and
of hardness which is possessed by organic (low symmetry) crystals and,
therefore, of most pharmaceutically important compounds. It is significant
that this anisotropy bears a fixed relation to the fundamental crystallographic
directions. Therefore, as crystal habit varies, the dominant faces may vary
in their relation to this anisotropy, and it is the ihflucnce of the dominant
faces which tends to orient the crystals during a packing or compression
process. Thus, major habit variations of an active ingredient can influence
greatly the ease or the difficulty of making satisfactory compressed tablets.
This is particularly true when thd active ingredient makes up a large portion
of the total tablet mass.

To evaluate tableting behavior as influenced by crystal habit, the habit
must be expressed in quantitative terms which reflect some relationship
between the dominant faces and the principal crystallographic directions.
Qualitative terms describing shape are, in some instances, not sufficient

For a typical pharmaceutical composition, it has been found that a
quantitative description of crystal

'
habit as it affects tableting behavior can

be based upon measurements of preferred orientation. After relating habit
extremes to tableting behavior by experimentation, optical and X-ray
crystallographic studies on representative single crystals allow the designation
of the dominant faces by their Miller indices. An X-ray powder-diffraction
pattern is then measured for crystals of each habit extreme on specially
prepared samples. The samples are prepared in such a manner that pre-
ferred orientation effects are maximized. A ratio of the relative peak in-
tensities of critical lines in this diffraction pattern serves to indicate the
average habit of the crystals. The ratio is useful in predicting tableting
behavior, as well as serving, when desired, as a manufacturing specification.

Details of this method and a gcneal illustrative example have been
published.,*

Methods for the measurement of optical properties of crystals are described by J. A.

Bites in Chapter 9.
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C. SINGLE-CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION

L Determination of Molecular Weights
For the precise determination of molecular weiehts. the X-ray method.

where applicable, has long been the method of choice. Applied with
reasonable care. the accuracy of this method need be limited onl y by errors
due to crystal imperfections. whkh are often of the order of 0.04% if due
to void spaces and much less if due in part to inclusions.

The feasibility of the X-ray method for molecular weight determinations
derives from the fact that an exact and determinable number of molecules
occupies a unit cell which, by three-dimensional repetition. generates the
space lattice of the crystal. The procedure involves the measurement of the
unit cell dimensions by X-ray diffraction, and the calculation of the unit cell
volume. Knowing the volume of the cell, its weight is then calculated from
an experimentally determined value for the crystal density. The molecular
weight M is then found by

Vd	 (10.5)
1.6604 S

where V is the cell volume in A, d is the density, 1.6604 is a constant used
to refer the cell weight to oxygen at 16, and N is ihe number of molecules

per unit cell. The value for N can be determined directly if an approximate

value for M is known; N is always some whole number, usually small, and
limited to a few possibilities by the crystal symmetry.

The determination of the unit edt dimensions is most easily accomplished
by the use of measurements from oriented, single crystals. Although the
more easily acquired powder-diffraction pattern may be used to measure
unit cell constants, this is readily accomplished only if the crystal is of high

symmetry. Procedures for the indexing of powder patterns for this purpose
have been described in detail.20 Unfortunately, most compounds of pharma-
ceutical interest are organic, and these compounds most often crystallize
in lower symmetry systems, requiring the single-crystal approach.

A suitable crystal, usually about 0.5 mm on an edge, is selected and
cemented to the end 5f a fine glass fiber with the aid of a microscope. If a
film camera is to be used, the crystal is ori!ntcd and then rotated in the
X-ray beam about one of its crystallographic axes while the diffraction
pattern is recorded on the film, arranged cylindrically about the rotation
axis. Following development. "layer lines" appear on the film, the distances
between which relate to and permit the calculation of the dimension of the
unit cell along this rotation axis. The other dimensions of the cell are
measured in similar fashion, following crystal reorientation and rotation
about each of the other axes. If the crystal is of low symmetry (monoclinic
or triclinic), the angular relationships of the crystal (and hence the cell)
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FIGURE 10.13: X-ray dilTractometer and single-crystal oneriter (SCO). Crystal rotalion
dirc.tions 0 and x are shown (radiation shields removed). Reprinted from Ref. (21). p. 155.

by courtesy of J. Plwrn,. Sd.

niut be dctcrmined: this may oflcrt be accompIihed by use of the calibrated
stare of a chemical microscope.

Seeral instrument manufacturers make aailablc suiIc . crvstal dilTrac-
tometers employing Gcicr or proportional counters br rapid measurement
of ltiicc paramctcrs and rclaIie diffraction intensities. One of these
instrumcnts is the sinIc .crystal oricntcr, manufactured by General Electric
Co.. depicted in	 10.13. In this photograph. the adjustments 6 and z
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permit all possible orientations of the crystal from a single mounting. This
allows rapid determination of all the dimensions of tlic unit cell (from 20
measurements), as well as the angular relationships of the cell axes (from
the and z settings). Detailed procedures have been published' covering
the use of such an instrument for the measurement of unit cell constants of
crystals of all symmetries, particularly as applied to organic crystals.

Crystal densities are most accurately determined by flotation methods,
wherein a liquid is generated whose density is precisely equal to that of the
crystal. The liquid density is then determined by a stanthird pycnometcr
technique. Detailed descriptions and procedures for two such methods have
been reported.2'

1 Total Structure Determination

By far the most sophisticated X-ray methods are those whose objective
is the elucidation of the total structure of complex molecules. From a
suitable single crystal of a compound it is possible to discover and describe
with precision the relative spacial arrangement of all of the atoms of the
molecule. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to cover this area of endeavor;
because of its immense importance, however, mention in at least summary
fashion is pertinent.

From X-ray diffraction patterns of a single crystal, the positions of the
diffracted rays disclose the dimensions of the unit cell, and the intensities
of these rays are functions of the atomic distribution within this unit cell.
The procedural steps in determining the total structure include measurement
of the diffraction intensities, reduction of these values to structure amplitudes,
discovering the phase of the scattering amplitudes, refinement of the structure,
and the presentation of the results in terms of stereochemical information.
The procedure involves extensive use of high-speed computer equipment.

Unfortunately, the process is not a direct one, due to lack of advanced
knowledge of the phase angles of the scattering amplitudes. Sometimes the
phase angles can be computed from an assumed approximate structure
(or lucky guess), and these used to compute a Fourier series, which is a
means of expressing periodic functions as summations of trigonometric terms.
Other methods of obviating the phase problem exist; one involves the in-
troduction into the molecules of a heavy (high atomic number) atom, whose
coordinates may be determined, giving sufficient insight to the approximate
structure for one to compute the phase angles and evaluate the series.

Much progress has been made in recent years in the development Of
equipment for more rapid and precise collection of single-crystal diffraction
data, and for the automatic handling of these data by special computers. It is
possible that the phase problem may be solved in time by a direct approach;
the possibility of discovering the phase of the amplitude by simultaneous
recording of the scattering amplitudes from two independent X-ray sources
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and correlated detectors has been reported." Possibly another approach
may involve the use of extrapolated values from various wavelengths of

X-rays.

103 X-RAY EMISSION (FLUORESCENCE)

A. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

In the section of this chapter relating to the production and properties of
X-rays, a description of the origin of X-ray spectra was presented. It was
noted that several processes occur when matter is bombarded by intense
radiation energy. OQe of these is a quantum process wherein atomic electrons
are displaced, with the vacancies thus caused filled by electrons from an
outer shell. Such a process must be accompanied by a release of energy, and
it is significant that this energy is in the form of X-rays. As there are several
energy levels associated with the various electron shells, quantum theory
predicts a number of possible transitions, some more likely than others.
Thus an element, when bombarded by sufficiently intense radiant energy,
will emit several X-ray 'lines," each at a specific wavelength, characteristic
of the element. Qualitative analysis of a sample for the elements present
is based upon the measurement of the wavelength of the emission lines.

In practice, the radiant energy directed to the sample is supplied by an
X-ray tube. The determination of wavelength of the emitted X-ray lines is
accomplished by diffraction using a large, single analyzing crystal of known
orientation and known interplànar spacing; the wavelength of each CTT1ISSIOfl

line is then given by solution of the Bragg equation. The commercially
available spectrometers make this process easy by producing an automatic
plot of the diffracted intensity against the Bragg angle 20. The "peaks" from
this spectrum can then be read off in terms of 20, and converted not only
to wavelength, but directly to the element by use of prepared tables. These
tables are available from the various equipment manufacturers, and provide
the conversion for each of several standard analyzing crystals.

The same commercially available equipment used for X-ray diltraction
(see Fig. 10.4, and 10.5) may also be used for emission analysis, simply by
the use of added accessories. The conversion to a spectrometer (spectro-
goniomctcr) consists of replacement of the lower rated diffraction tube by an
X-ray tube of higher intensity output (a tungsten tube is commonly used);
the placement of a sample holder in the primary X-ray beam: and the
positioning of an analyzing crystal in the path of the collimated rays from
the sample holder. The eonersion -ay nvole changiog the electronic
counter. depending upon the analctcal aclength of interest.

Several advantages of the X-ray emission method make it cscCIalls
ad.ipt:ihlc for pharmaceutical problems. Due to the Io% 3t0inic number of

hydrogen. and oygcn constituting, or ganic	 steni. niatri \ corn-

piiiicnt interferences, encountered in X-ra y emission applic3tiOti It other
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• stC1-uS. are often a bscrit. Moreover, the method is applicable directl y to
samples. either liquid or solid, and usuall y sithout necd for separations.
permitting assa' s on rimil product formulations- Further advantages are
speed. specificity. the nondestructive nature of the method, the inherent
simplicity of X-ray spectra, and sensitivity for trace amounts of material.

The probability that an excited atom will emit radiation depends upon
many factors: it is related to vhat has been termed the "fluorescent yield."
a quantity shich rises precipitously with increasing atomic number of the
element excited. Presently. X-ray emission analysis is limited in its applica-
tion to elements of higher atomic number: elements of atomic number less
than 12 are not detectable with present-day equipment; those elements of
atomic number from 12 to 22 are detectable by. use of vacuum paths or
helium-filled paths. and a detector (such as a gas-flow proportional counter)
for long wavelength emission. Elements of atomic number greater than 22
are detected with no special conditions being required. The nonapplicability
to low atomic number elements is a disadvantage when considering X-ray
emission as a general method, but is a decided advantage when the method
is used for the detection or determination of heavy elements in a light
(organic) matrix.

B. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Whereas the emission of X-ray lines at specific wavelengths from an
irradiated element serves as a basis for qualitative analysis, the fact that the
intensity of any selected line is proportional to, among other factors, the
number of emitting atoms is the basis for a quantitative method. The method
generally requires independent calibration from standards of known
concentration.

As noted in the preceding section, samples for X-ray emission analysis
may be in any physical state. For quantitative work, it is only essential that
samples for the development of the required standard curve and for the
analyses be prepared and analyzed under identical tonditions. For solid
samples, powdering and briquetting has been found to be an ideal method
for maintaining reproducibility. A variety of holders for liquid samples
are available; most of these employ a thin Mylar window to pass the incident
and emitted radiation.

In practice, the spectrometer is set to measure the emission intensity of a
selected "line" from previous knowledge of the 20 value of the line. The
signal is maximized by slight adjustments orthe spectrometer. and, the inttn-
sity measured by use of the counter and scaler circuits. The peak intensity.
in counts per second, is corrected by either subtracting the background
counting rate, as determined by counting at a convenient 20 setting near the
base of the peak of interest, or computing the peak-to-background ratio. In
systems comprising a light matrix (low atomic number elements) containing
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a heavy clement, a valid an 	 for the hvy element may be based simply
on the net peak height (or the peak.tobackgrOUnd ratio) thus determined.

Figure 10.14 shows a typical plot of the ratio quantity obtained by counting
0.5 . 0.5 in. diaiieter briquettes- of a steroid at the 29 position for the
selenium K line for several concentrations of selenium-23 The detector was
set to record the time required to accumulate 200.000 counts, and the.
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FIGURE 10.14: Selenium, peak to background ratio vs. concentration. Reprinted from
Ref. (23). p. 733. by courtesy off. J'harm. Sd.

counting rate was calculated from this quantity. This required. for the
highest concentration sample. 153 sec. This particular assay was of intcrct
due to the use of this toxic material as a dehydrogenation catalyst in the
steroid synthesis.

If the element of interest is contained in a matrix which is not made
cv1usivc1y of li ght elements, a variety of effects, collectiely referred to
'-Absorption e(1ccts" occur. Their overall effect destroys the Itncarl() of the

CSOfl5C elicited by simplcr systems. The most practical av to o\crcoLnC
thcc elTects is through USC of an internal standard, 	 lecid for in
1)r ;Ile eiuision w:ivelenitli ot one of its lines. and added in a (txcd
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to all standard curse samples and IWO samples. rite ratio of the peak
hei ght (counts per second) ol the clement of interest to the peak height
(counts per second) of the internal standard clement, without backround
corrections, is then plotted atiainst concentration to form the standard
calibration curve, and measured on the unknown samples for their analysis.

In instances here hi gh backround-countine rates, or interferences from
an emission line of another clrncnt present problems. use may be made ofan
electronic circuit called a "pulse-hei ght sIctor," hih is available for most
commercial spectrometers. This' deice permits electronic discrimination
a gainst undesired waelen g h, with an oerall gain in peak-to-background
ratio.

Application of quantitative X-ray emission analyses appearing in the
literature are numerous, and their number is steadily increasing. Of particu-
lar interest to the pharmaceutical chemist is the application of the method
to the determination of selected elements in biological materials,21 and the
application to trace elements in general pharmaceutical systems. 23 Extension
of the range of applicability to the gamma concentration range in solutions
through use of ion exchange membranes has been reportcd. 25 Finally, two
reference texts are selected27 which cover the fundamentals of X-ray
emission analysis in detail.

10.6 X-RAY ABSORPTION

When the intensity of X-rays which have passed through a pure element
is measured as a function of the X-ray wavelength, several abrupt dis-
continuities are observed at specific wavelength values. These critical
absorption wavelengths are called 'absorption edges" for the element,
and occur because the mass absorption coefficient of the clement suffers
abrupt discontinuities at the excitation potentials of the various spectra
(K series, L series, etc.).

Several facts regarding the absorption edge make it of interest to the
analytical chemist. The position of the edge is characteristic for only the
one element producing it; the change in transmittcd.intcnsity at the edge
is related to the amount of the element present; and the change in transmitted
intensity is not influenced by other elements which might be present.

For a monochromatic X-ray beam transmitted through a sample containing
an element of interest, it has been shown" that

In 171' = (4u' - s"17)WG	 (10.6)
whew f and 1` are transmitted intensities 'on either side of the absorption
edge of the element, u' and pl, are the mass absorption coefficients at
these positions, W is the weight fraction of the clement, and G is mass
thickness in grams per square centimeter of the sample (thickness in centi-
metersl density).
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In-practice. one may use a standard X-ray diffractometcr, and produce
COntInUOUS monochromatic radiation by placing a standard analyzing
crystal in the sample space. Samples for absorption analysis may be solids
in the form of briquettes or liquids in special cells. 2' placed in the X-ray

beam. Wavclenth of the radiation is determined from the 20 settin gs of

the diffractorneter, related by the Bragg equation to the known spacings of the

particular analyzing crystal being used.
As the quantitative feature is s t rictly valid only at the absorption edge, it

is practical to determine the transmitted intensities on either side of the edge,

Wavelerigth

FIGURE 10.15: X-ray absorption near the absorption edge for the clement.

and extrapolate to the edge. The values 1 and ! are thus determined in

Fig. 10.15 by extrapolation from three experimentally determined points on
either side of the absorption edge. The wavelengths of the absorption edges
of a given element are handbook values, but they may be determined

experimentally as well.
In setting up a working equation for routine use, the value in Eq. (10.6)

of (, - ,) may be determined experimentally from a known concentra-
tion of the clement of interest. For example. Rose arid Flick 30 developed a

working formula for the determination of iodine in thyroid extract:

iodine = loglI!	 x 24.8	 (10.)
.0	

. sample

in hicli the constant 24.8 represented. in addiliorl to concrStO11 Ict0rS, the

term	 -	 is dctcrnttncd experimentally from potassium 
iodLi.0

solutions.
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Like X-ray ci is on methods, \-r.iv ;i orptioii iiialysis i 	 united
elements of hi g her atomic number. It is not so scn.it ivc as tile emission
method for low concentrations of tile element of intcrct. but ss heit applied
to hichcr coitccntrat ions, it may be preferred because of its freedom from
interference from other elements present.

10.7 LOW-ANGLE X-RAY ANALYSIS

A. MEASUREMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL PERIODICITIES

A consideration of the Bratg equation n = 2d sin 0 [Eq. (10.2)] reveals
that very large spacings d must correspond to extremely small values of 0. It
vill only be mentioned here that modifications of diffraction equipment is
possible for accurate measurement in the areas of 20 < 2° for large periodic
spacings, from 50 to 1000 A. This is the range of spacings found in certain
muscle tissues, high polymers, and fibered proteins. This method for the
detection and characterization of viruses holds great promise.

For the accurate recording of diffraction from large periodicities, several
approaches are useful. They involve increasing the degree of divergence at
the low an gleby increasing the specimen-to-detector distance, using fine
beam slits for maintaining resolution; employing longer wavelengths to
increase the diffraction angle; the use of staining of the tissue v.ith selective
agents; and the use of longer exposures.

B. MEASUREMENT OF LARGE MOLECULES IN SOLUTION:
RADIUS OF GYRATION

With the simple addition of special elongated beam slits, commercially
available for the purpose, and a readily fashioned liquid sample holder,
a standard X-ray diffractometer may be adapted for the determination of
the radius of gyration of large molecules in solution by low-angle X-ray
scattering.

The radius of gyration is defined as the root mean square of the distance
from all of the electrons in the molecule to its center of gravity. While not
too definitive in itself, it is of interest because it is a readily measured value
which is sensitive to change as the molecular confi guration changes. It is a
parameter by which complex molecular changes may be followed, when
the changes cannot be followed by other methods. Hence, the pH at which
abrupt configurational changes occur, or the ionic strength at which such
changes occur with certain proteins, may readily be found. Of particular
interest to the pharmaceutical chemistis the sensitivity of themcchod to
changes in macromolecules in the presence of drugs, due to binding. It is a
useful method for evaluating the effects of agents on protein binding of drugs.

Use is made of the theory as developed by Guinier 32 according to which
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theintensity of X-rays scattered by a group of identical particles at sufficiently
small angles is

= Nn3F cxp (-4R20213A')	 (10.8)
where

	

	 s...	 —
N = total number of particles irradiated
n = number of electrons per particle

= Thomson scattering al zero angle for orte electron
= radius of gyration of the particle
= scattering angle in radians

A = wavelength of X-rays used

R is defined with respect to the electron density, rather than the mass density.
It may be obtained readily from the slope of a plot of log vs. the square
of the scattering angle:

From Eq. 10.8, let Nn2J = a constant A.
Then

'(#1 = Ae"'	 (10.9)
Let	

= intensity at low angle or plot
4 = intensity at high angle of plot

= angle at lower angle of plot
-	 = angle at higher angle of plot

(all from the slope of the line, log Ivs.4 2), then

In 4 = In A -	
(10.10)

3,.

1nI=lnA_^!	 (10.11)

Combining (10.10) and (10.11),

(10.12)'j = ^^ [^! . 1
where 0 is in radians, or

2.303 tog—,IogL =	 - ) 
x --,	

(10.13)
1.	 321.

where 4 is in degrees. then

2.303loc. L1 x 3,. x (180)2

4-(-	 6) -
For copper K radiation ( = 1.539 A).

IiocLt
R = 3689 I	 A	 (10.15)

\ 6-6
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In practice, use is conveniently made of plastic, cylindrical test tubes for
liquid sample holders. Rectangular cells with Mylar windows may be used
as well, as the path length of the cell does not effectively change with the
small angular changes involved. Concentrations must be kept below about
20 to 30%, as the plot of log / vs. " produces an S-shaped curve, rather than
a straight line, at higher concentrations. Unlike solutions for light-scattering
experimen t s . solutions for X-ray scattering do not have to be so scrupulously
free from all dust particles, which iCa major advantage of the X-ray method.

Intensity determinations are made by counting for approximately 200 sec
at a number of 28 settings. from 20 values of 0 .250 to 1.2°. Some IS to 20

intermediate settings should be made for counting, spaced closer together
at larger 20 settings so that the points for the 4iz plot will be equidistant.

A goniorneter zero correction should be applied to the 20 values to produce
values for 0. The pure solvent is run in the same cell to determine a blank
value in counts per second (cps), which is subtracted from each measured

solution intensity value. The log I values are then plotted against the ç'

values.
Figure 10.16 shows a plot of these values -as determined from a 5%

solution of bovine scrium albumin using copper radiation.' From Eq.
(10.15), taking values from Fig. 10.16,

go
/log

R=36.89f	 -A

= 2&3 A

QUESTIONS	 -

QI0.1. In what physical state must a sample be in order that X-ray diffraction

procedures may be applied? X-ray cmission? X-ray absorption?
QI0.2. Provide a definition for the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern. Let your

answer disclose what a single line" or 'pcak" represents. Make use of
the Bragg relationship.

QL0.3. Describe the principle of the-commonly used method for obtaining mono-
chromatic energy for use in X-ray diffraction.

QlO.4. State the particle size range over which X-ray line broadening occurs.
sufficient for size analysis.

QtO.5. Give an equation showing the relationship of constants and measurable
lecular weights bparameterS relating to the determination of mo	

X-ray

diffraction. Define each term in-the equation.

QIO (L 
\riIc ashort paragraph describing the origin of X-ray spectra.

QlO.7. What is the major contributing factor responsible for the nonhincarIt of the

calibration curc used for the X-ra y emission anal ysis of complex mituC5'

Q10.8 State the principle advantages of the X-ray absorption method of ana1St5
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